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Dates for the Diary 
 

We will be sending out a list of dates next 

week for the coming academic year. These are 

the dates planned so far. We will as far as 

possible try to stick with these dates but 

unfortunately we cannot guarantee that we 

will always be able to go ahead with the 

planned events on the planned days as 

unforeseen things can occur. 

 
 
 
 

ROALD DAHL DAY 

Celebrate Roald Dahl day with us in school. 

We would like to welcome parents, grandparents 
and carers to share a book with the children in class 

from 9am to 9.30am. It can be any book, not just 
Roald Dahl books. 

Children can come into school dressed as a book 
character from one of Roald Dahl’s books if they 

want to. 

Any children who completed the summer library 
reading challenge, bring in your certificate, medal 
and/or wrist band for assembly on Thursday 13th 

September. 
 

 

 SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

Thank you very much to everyone who has brought 

in the summer dojo challenge homework.  

There are some really interesting things. 

Teachers are in the process of adding up and 

awarding the number of Dojo points that have 

been earned. Well done! 

WELCOME BACK 
Welcome back to the start of the school year. We hope you were all able to enjoy some of the good 

weather over the summer period. Thank you for preparing your children well for the new academic year. 

Generally everyone has come back with a really positive attitude and have settled well into their               

new classes. 

 REMINDERS 
Contact details 

If you have changed your address, mobile number or email please let the office know. Also please ensure 

that we have emergency contact details for preferably two friends or relatives in case you are unavailable 

and we need to make urgent contact. 

Drinking bottles 

It is good to see that so many pupils have remembered to bring their water bottles into school with them, 

thank you. These can be refilled with water in school as needed; all classrooms have sinks with drinking 

water in them so there is always access to water. 

 



 

SCAVENGERS AND SETTLERS 

On Wednesday morning Herons, Kingfishers and 

Swans took part in an exciting morning learning 

about what is was like to live in The Stone Age as 

the entry point for their new topic Scavengers 

and Settlers.  Children took part in 4 different 

activities such as shelter building, learning about 

the importance of fire and what it was like to 

scavenge for your food. One of the activities 

included them communicating with each other 

using noises, grunting and actions as there was 

no spoken language in the Stone Age. The 

children proved they could deliver their messages 

without using spoken words and demonstrated 

how brilliantly they could grunt! Most children 

admitted that they wouldn't have wanted to live 

in the Stone Age and that they have much easier 

lives today. 


